HIGHER DEGREES OF DISTRIBUTIVITY AND
COMPLETENESS IN BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS
BY

E. C. SMITH, JR. AND ALFRED TARSKI
Introduction^).
Let a and p1be cardinals. A Boolean algebra A is called
a-complete if the sum of every set of at most a elements of A exists in A. An
a-complete ideal in a Boolean algebra is analogously defined. The class of all
a-complete Boolean algebras is a subclass of the class of all Boolean algebras,
and this subclass becomes smaller as a increases. A Boolean algebra A is
called (a, /^-distributive
if the product of the sums of at most a sets X,
each consisting of at most j3 elements of A, is equal to the sum of all possible
products, each of which contains precisely one factor from each X, provided
that the sums and products in question exist.
In this paper we study a-complete and (a, ^-distributive
Boolean algebras, restricting ourselves mainly to the case in which a and /3 are infinite. So
far only the case in which both a and /? are the smallest infinite cardinal has
been systematically
studied. However, a number of results are known which
apply to special a-complete Boolean algebras, a-complete fields of sets. We
shall show, for example, that every (a, 2)-distributive
Boolean algebra A is
(a, a)-distributive,
and, moreover, if A is a-complete, then it is also (a, 2(a))distributive.
Also, if a Boolean algebra A is 2(a)-complete, then every acomplete prime ideal in A is 2(<,,)-complete.
This paper is divided into four sections. The first concerns terminology
and symbolism and contains the definition and elementary facts concerning
a-complete Boolean algebras. Section two explores (a, /8)-distributivity,
while
section three primarily contains some results which permit one to conclude
that an ideal in a Boolean algebra is a-complete.
Some conditions
under
which a factor algebra is a-complete
are established
in §4. Miscellaneous
applications to measure theory are included.
1. Terminology and symbolism. We use ordinary set-theoretic
notions
and symbolism. In particular,
£, C (or 3), W, P\ and 0 will denote the
relations of membership and inclusion, the operations of union and intersecReceived by the editors February 5, 1956.
0) The results presented herein which were obtained by E. C. Smith, Jr. constitute an
essential portion of his doctoral thesis presented to the Graduate School of Brown University,
1955, and written under the helpful and encouraging guidance of B. J6nsson. This paper was
prepared for publication partly during the period when A. Tarski was a fellow of the John
Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation. The two authors, working independently, obtained
two collections of results on the fundamental notions discussed in this paper. On confronting
the two collections, they realized that the intersection of the collections was nonempty; this
paper contains their union.
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tion, and the empty set, respectively.
We shall let {x} denote the family
whose sole element is x. A family of sets will be called disjointed if, for every
pair of distinct members x and y of the family, we have xC\y = 0. If </>is an
arbitrary condition, we shall let {x|<j>] denote the set of all x which satisfy <p.
We shall write {xj|c6(7)} for {y|for some i, y = Xi and (b(i)]. For a family
X = {xt\iEl],
we shall write either UX or U,Gr x,- and ()X or C\i£i xi for the
union and intersection of the family. We shall let (x,|i£7)
denote a system
indexed by 7; that is, the function/ with domain 7 and such that/(i) =x< for
iEI- In particular, if 7 is an ordinal, then this system is called a sequence of
type 7. (Every ordinal a is the set of all smaller ordinals, so that the two
statements
"fiEot" and "fi<a" are equivalent.)
A sequence of type two is
simply denoted (x, y). For arbitrary sets A and B, we shall let A XB = \z\ for
some x£^4 and some yEB, z=(x,y)],
the usual Cartesian product of A and
B. Moreover, we shall let AB denote the set of all functions on B and into A.
Consequently,
for ordinals a and fi, AaXe is what is often called a double sequence with range in A. Note that for an ordinal a, 2a denotes the set of all
functions on a to 2. A member of the range of A" (or AaX0) is often written
aj instead of a(£) (or a^,p instead of a(£, p)).
For the sake of uniformity, we shall make more explicit use of the well
ordering theorem than is necessary, even to the extent of defining distributivity in terms of sequences rather than more general sets.
Small Greek letters will denote ordinals. We shall identify cardinals with
initial ordinals, and reserve the letters a and fi to stand for cardinals at least
as large as 2. The /3th cardinal arithmetic power of a will be denoted aW). If
X is a set of cardinals, E* X or Y*&xfi will denote the least (cardinal) upper

bound of X. We shall use the symbol p* for Y*<p 2(£). For any set A, k(A)
will stand for the power (cardinal) of A. A cardinal fi is called a limit number
if there is no largest cardinal among all those smaller than p. We say that fi is
a strong limit number if 2M <fi whenever a <fi. A cardinal fi is called singular
if it can be represented
as the sum of fewer than fi cardinals, each of which is
smaller than fi. All other cardinals are called regular. Every infinite singular
cardinal is a limit number. Regular limit numbers are among the so-called
inaccessible numbers, sometimes described as those cardinals not attainable
(either weakly or strongly) from smaller cardinals. In particular, fi is said to
be strongly attainable
from a if there is no regular limit number £ such that
cx<!-^fi. Moreover, fi is said to be weakly attainable from a it there is no
regular, strong limit number £ such that a <£ ^ fi(2). A necessary and sufficient
condition that fi be a cardinal not weakly attainable from any smaller cardinal
is that /3(2(a))=fi whenever a<fi.
We assume a familiarity with the definitions and basic properties of Boolean algebras(3). We shall not distinguish between a Boolean algebra and the
(2) See [16]. Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
(3) For a treatment of these ideas, see [l ].
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set of all its elements. We shall use +, •, ~, and — to denote the Boolean
operations of addition (join), multiplication
(meet), complementation
and
subtraction, respectively. In addition, if c/>is a Boolean expression, we shall
sometimes write [4>]~ for $. We shall let Y an<^ II be the usual generalizations of + and •; that is, if X= {x{|£<p} is a subset of a Boolean algebra,
we denote its algebraic sum, when it exists, by either Y% or Y«p xb and
similarly for its product. We shall use the symbols 0 and 1 for the zero and
unit elements, respectively, of any Boolean algebra as well as for the ordinary
numbers zero and one. A subset of a Boolean algebra is called disjointed if
x-y = 0 for every pair of distinct elements x and y of that subset. Moreover,
for any subset X of a Boolean algebra, we shall let o(X) denote the least
cardinal p such that the power of every disjointed subset of X is at most p.
It is known (see [4]) that if the power of every disjointed subset of X is less
than 8(X), then 5(X) is a regular limit number.
If a is an element of a Boolean algebra A, then [a] will denote the principal ideal generated by a in A; that is, [a]= {b\bEA and b^a}. We note
that [a] may itself be considered as a Boolean algebra.
If T is an ideal in a Boolean algebra A, we let .4/T be the corresponding
factor algebra or algebra of cosets. When a EA, a/1 is the coset corresponding

to a; X/I is similarly defined when XQA.
An element a of a Boolean algebra A is called an atom of A provided that
a7^0 and a-b=a
whenever bEA and a-bj^O. A Boolean algebra is called
atomistic if the sum of the set of its atoms is 1. This means that if & is a nonzero element of an atomistic Boolean algebra A, then there is an atom a of

A such that a-b=a.
Definition
1.1. A Boolean algebra A is a-complete if the sum of every subset
of A of power at most a exists in A.
An Ko-complete Boolean algebra is often called countably complete.

Definition
1.2. A Boolean algebra is complete if it is a-complete for every
cardinal a.
Every Boolean algebra is a-complete for every finite a. Moreover, if ft
is a singular cardinal and a Boolean algebra A is a-complete for every a</3,
then A is also /3-complete(4). The assumption of singularity here is essential.
Definition
1.3. ^4w ideal I in a Boolean algebra is a-complete if the sum of
every subset of I of power at most a exists and belongs to I.
One should note the duality which exists for Boolean algebras. That is,
if "sum" and "product" are interchanged in any Boolean algebraic statement,
an equivalent statement can easily be obtained. In an a-complete Boolean
algebra the product of every subset of power at most a exists, etc.
Definition
1.4. A nonempty family of subsets of a given set S is afield of
sets if it is closed under the operations of set-theoretical union and complementation with respect to S.
(4) See, for example, [10, Theorem 2.16] for the case of fields of sets.
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A consequence of this definition is that a field of sets is closed under settheoretical intersection.
Definition
1.5. A field F of sets is a-complete if the union of every subset of
F of power at most a belongs to F.
Definition
1.6. A field of sets is complete if it is a-complete for every
cardinal a.
Every a-complete field of sets is an a-complete Boolean algebra. The converse, however, is not true. In fact, although every Boolean algebra is isomorphic to a field of sets, an a-complete
Boolean algebra need not be isomorphic to an a-complete
field of sets. The following three statements(6),
however, are equivalent for a Boolean algebra A:
(i) A is isomorphic to a complete field of sets.
(ii) A is isomorphic to the field of all subsets of a set.
(iii) A is complete and atomistic.
We shall return to this topic later.

2. (a, /3)-distributivity. If A is a Boolean algebra, aEAff and bEA, then,
no matter

how large the cardinal

fi, the following distributive

conditions

al-

wayshold:b- Yi<0ai=Yi<?(°-ai)and &+IL<0al= IL</J(b+a().
Definition
2.1. A Boolean algebra A is (a, fi)-distributive if the following
is satisfied: Given any double sequence aEAaX^ such that all the sums Ei</s af.v
for £<a, their product IJ{<<* Yv<$ ai.v, and all the products IX$<a at.fit) for
fEfi" exist, then the sum Yf&a
II?<« ai,ftt) a^s0 exists, and we have

n e «£,„
=e n «{./<{)•
It should be noted that in any Boolean algebra A, given a double sequence
aEAa>0 with the existential properties of the above definition, we always

have

n e a?.*
^ e n <*£,/«)
when the latter sum exists.
The notion of (a, a)-distributivity
was defined for the first time in [4].
The following theorem has been communicated
to us by Mr. D. Scott.

Theorem
equivalent:

2.2. Let A be a Boolean algebra.

The following

statements

are

(0) If aEA*™ and Ei<fl ai.i for £<a, ]!«<« Yv<» ai.v, IL<«a{./({)for
fEfi", andYf&aL\i«*ai,fiiyau exist, thenWi<aYn<f>al.n= Yf&aIL««a*,/f{>(i) A is (a, fi)-distributive.
(ii) If aEAaXI>and Ykb a^for %<aand JJi<a a(,w for fEfi" exist, then
either both U{<« Yv<& a(.n an^ E/G/saLT?<«
neither exist.
(') This was first established

by Lindenbaum

ai.fii) exist and are equal, or else

and Tarski and is given in [14, Theorem 6].
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(iii) If aEAaXP, Yi<f> al,v exists for £<a and Hj<„ Yi<p al,i exists and
is not 0, then there is an /£/3a such that YL«a <*£,/({)
=0 is false; i.e., either
H{<« at,f(P does not exist or is not 0.
(iv) If aEAa>0,
X^i<0 af.i? exists for {<a and there is a bEA such that
Yv<fi a>t,v= b>0 for £<a, then there is an /£/3a such that Uk* af./«)=0
is

false.
Proof. It is clear that (ii)=>(i)=>(0)=>(iii)=>(iv).
Let us assume that A is a Boolean algebra for which (iv) holds. We shall
show that (ii) holds also. Let a* be a member of AaXP such that Yv<» d(,v
exists for every £<a and Hk« ^«./ro exists for every fEP".
Suppose that YLl<<* Y<i<B ^f.i exists. Call this product c. In order to
show that YfGP"TLz<a di./io exists and equals c, it is sufficient to show that

(1)

II dUii) =§c for every/ £ 0",

and

(2)

if b E A, b g c and b- H d(,f(() = ° f«r every step/ £ /8a, then 6 = 0.
We note that

Hdy.fly) g Yd(.n
for every/£/?"
and £<a, so that (1) is immediate.
Let b be any member of A such that 6gc and b- H{<« ^{./(f = 0 for every
fEPa- On letting a{,, = 6-rfj,, for £<a and ??<p\ we define an a£4aX/3 such
that

Yv<» ai.v = b for every

£<a.

Then

II «£./(£)
= *•II^./(£)= 0
for every /£/?". Consequently,
(iv) implies that 6 = 0, and (2) is established.
A similar argument establishes the desired existence and equality when
one assumes the existence of /,<■(=«■»
11^. #"{,/({)•
Of course Definition 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 could be stated dually by the
use of deMorgan's laws. In particular, the dual of the equality in Definition

2.1 would be

y n <*{.i
=n y «£,/(«)•

«a

KB

f&B

«"

We shall not use this dual form.
A Boolean algebra which is (a, a)-distributive

for every a is called com-

pletely distributive.
Theorem
2.3. If 2ga'ga
awa" 2^/3'g/3,
Boolean algebra is (a', i3')-distributive.

then every (a, 13)-distributive
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Proof. By Definition 2.1.
We shall consider the opposite question. That is, if a' ^ a and fi' £fi, under
what conditions is an (a', p")-distributive
Boolean algebra necessarily (a, fi)distributive?
The simplest result of this type is the following: if a'=fi' = 2
and a and fi are finite, then every (a', /3')-distributive
Boolean algebra is (a, fi)distributive.
The following theorem is a stronger, known result.

Theorem

2.4. Every Boolean algebra is (2, fi)-distributive.

The proof and further

bibliographical

references

may be found in [15,

p. 211, Theorem 15.20].
Theorem
tributive.

2.5(6). Every (a, 2)-distributive

Boolean algebra is (a, ^-dis-

Proof. Let A be an (a, 2)-distributive
Boolean algebra. The result is immediate if a is finite, so assume otherwise. Let a be an element of AaXa such
that the sums Yv<<* ai.v f°r £ <a, their product YLl<* Ei<« a-i.-nand the products Hf<a o-i,tit) for/£aa
exist. It is sufficient to show that if

(i)

n e ««.,= v > o
{<<* i|<a

for some element b' of A, then there exists an/£aa

(2)

such that

IW<{>> 0.

Choose a univalent function <pon aXa onto a, and let *>£.4aX2 be the sequence
such that b4,((,„),o= b'-a^.n and &«({,,i,i = b'■ [flj,,]- whenever £, n<a. Conse-

quently,

(3)

b' = n (Ko+ M.
iKa

Then there is a g'£2a

for which
n<a

is false; for otherwise,

(1) and (3) imply that

0 < II (*,.o+ &,.i)
>I<a

= Ea n ^.B«i)= °,
since .4 is (a, 2)-distributive.
Now choose an element
and *>,,„'(,)*^c for every 17<a. Since for each £<a,

c oi A such that c>0

(•) The authors have recently found that R. S. Pierce has independently discovered that
every (a, 2)-distributive, a-complete Boolean algebra is (a, a)-distributive.
See [6].
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b'- Y ««.,= b',
we have

&'■
II k.,h = o,
Ka
so that there must be an vt<a

Then if/ is the member

and a Xj<a for which

of a" such that/(£)

=Xj, we have

n«{./({)^ c,
and (2) follows as desired.
Corollary

2.6. Every (a, @)-distributive

Boolean algebra is (a, a)-dis-

tributive.

Proof. By Theorems 2.4 and 2.5.
We shall make much use of the following
known (7).

result,

which is substantially

Lemma 2.7. Suppose that a is infinite and that A is a complete, atomistic
Boolean algebra such that the power /3 of the set of all atoms of A is at most 2(a).
Then there exists a sequence cEAaX2 such that

(i) Q,o= [ci,\]~ for each £<a,
(ii) for each atom a of A there is anfE2a
such that a = Hjo
cf ./(?>>
(iii) for eachfE2" there is at most one atom a of A such that a^ JJ[{<« Q./cj>Moreover,

in the case in which /3 = 2(a\

(iv) if UQa, k(U) <a, and gE2u, then YLiGu c?.s(0 ^s the sum of 2(a) distinct atoms of A.
Proof. Let B be the set of all atoms of A; let <f>be a univalent function on
B into { Y\ YCZa}, and if B = 2<-"\ require </>to be onto { Y\ YQa}. For each

£<a define

cf,0 = Y {a|a£v3

and ££ <p(a)},

CM= Y {a I a £ B and £ 6 <t>(a)}
■
Then (i) follows immediately.
Let a be an arbitrary member of B, and let/ be the member of 2" such that
/(£) =0 when $£<p(a) and/(£) = 1 when £E<t>(a). It then follows from (1) that

(2)

a g II cua)£<«

Consider

any b £5

such that br* a. Then by the choice of <p, there exists an

(7) For the essence of this result in set-theoretic

terms, see [17, Lemma 6].
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w<a satisfying either vE<i>(a)— <p(b) or ?;£^>(c»)—c6(a). Note that B is disjointed. Hence, t»-c,,/(,) =0, so that *>■
Uk« ct.fiZ) —®- Consequently,
since A is
atomistic, it follows from (2) that

a = II <"£./(*>;
«<«
and (ii) is established.
By means of a similar argument one can obtain (iii).
In order to establish (iv), let U be a subset of a of power <a, let gE2u,
and let 7" be the set of all members/of
2" satisfying/©
=g(£) for every ££ U.
Since /c(a— U) =a, we have k(T') =2(a) = p\ Moreover,

IT cua) "s II C{,e(t)for every/£77.
Since we assume

that

c6 is onto

{ Y\ YCa],

it can be seen that

for every

fEF, Jlt<a c(,f(i)EB; and if /i5=/2 and/i,/2£i"', then

Tlci.fitt)t* II ci./j(«)-

Ka

i<a

Now consider an element b oi B such that d>^ Ilfe^ Ci.oit)- By (ii) there is an
f'E2" such that b= IJ{<a £{,/'«)• We observe that Q,o-C{,i = 0 for every £<a.
Consequently,/'(£)
=g(£) for every ££ TJ. That is, f'EF. Therefore,

E II c£,/«)
= II <"{.»(£>.

/£?

which establishes

K«

(iv) and completes

{Gi/

the proof.

Theorem
2.8. Every (a, a)-distributive,
(a, 2(a))-distributive.

2W-complete Boolean algebra is

Proof. The result is immediate if a is finite, so assume
/8 = 2(a), and choose an arbitrary sequence aEAaY9. Define

otherwise.

Let

b(,o = a(,o, and

°(,n ~ at.v\

Y al.t>

for £ < a and 0 < v < P.

One easily sees that the set {x|x = ">{,,and v<fi] 1S disjointed for each £<a,
so that {y|y= Yi>gv °t* an<^ V^=@] forms a complete, atomistic Boolean
algebra, A(, where the operations are those of A restricted to this set, and
Ei<0 °i.i ls the unit element. For convenience we shall disregard the possibility that some of the bitV may be zero and consider {x|x = t>j,, and v<fi]
as the set of atoms of A(. We may apply Lemma 2.7 to these algebras. Thus,
for each £<a there is a sequence ciEAaX2 such that

(2)

E b*,i — cp,o+ Cp.i
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and t?</3) there is a function

CP,/{,,0>)-

p<a

Now choose a univalent
sequence such that
(3)

function

<p on aXa

C0({,p),, = Cp.n whenever

onto a, and let cEAaX2 be the

£ < a, p < a and -n < 2.

By (a, a)-distributivity,

(4)

II (cx.o+ Cx.i)= Z)

X<a

Also, if g is an arbitrary

II Cx./(X).

/G2a

member

X<a

of j3",

IT*£.?(£)
= II II cc./{,„(£)(">
...

t<<*

Ka/Ka

= II CX,/(X)
X<a

for a suitable/£2a;

and every/£2°

is similarly

related

to a gEfia.

(2), (3), (4) and (5) imply that

II Y »!.,= X<o
II (A.o+ ft.i)

J<a i,<0

(6)

= Y
/G2

II cx,/(X)
X<a

= 12 Il&J.gCOeG|S

However,

from (1) it follows that if £<a,

{<«

then

Y a(.i ~ Y bt,v,
KB

and 6j,,ga{,,

KB

for ??</3, so that by (6),

n £«*.,=n xx,
£<« rO

(7)

Ka

KB

= z n&«..«>
CG(3a Ka

^ x n %»<!)•
»G<! Ka

But we know that in any case,

ni«f,, - eGp
xa Kan «{.»<{)•

{<a KB

Hence, by (7)

Then
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UYa(.v=

Ya II Ot.eit)-

The above proof can easily be modified to obtain the stronger result that
if /3g2(a), then any /^-complete, (a, a)-distributive
Boolean algebra is (a, fi)distributive.
Observe that this is a weak converse of Corollary 2.6.

Theorem 2.9. Suppose that fi is a singular, strong limit cardinal and that
A is a fi-complete Boolean algebra which is (a, fi)-distributive for every a<fi.

Then A is (fi, fi)-distributive.
Proof. By Theorem 2.5 we need only show that A is (fi, 2)-distributive.
To this end, let a£-4"X2 be such a sequence that

(i)

n (««.o
+ «m)> o.

£<C

Let a be a cardinal

<fi such that to each £<a

we may correlate

a cardinal

fit<fi and have E*<« &=0- Then
(2)

for any v < P there is a £ satisfying v = Pi < P-

Let

(3)

Bi = \x | x = IJ 0,,/W and/ £ 2'ti

for £ < a.

Also for each £<a, let p{ = 2(^, and choose a univalent
onto pj. For each £<a let t7>£
be a function on pj such that

function

<p( on 2pi

»«(&(/))
= II «»./(*>
for each/£2^{.

We shall write &{,, for b^(v) when £<a and i?<pj.

Since ^4 is (a, /3)-distributive,

(4)

n e 5£= n e »i.,- e n »...«„
Ka

Ka K<>{

where G is the set of all functions

«£«

Ka

g on a such that g(£) is an ordinal

Also by (1), (3) and the distributivity

of A,

0 < II (o,.o+ o,.i)

*-*■
n n («,.<>+o,.o
Ka »<0{

=n e n ««./(t)
= n e 5„
Ka

so that by (4) there is a gEG such that

<pj.
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II &«.„ct)
> 0.
K»

By the definition of <j>(we have for each £<a, g(£) = </>{(/)for some /£23£.
Since g is for the moment fixed, this/depends
only upon £, so call it/j. Now
recalling (2), define an /j£2" by the condition that for each v<(l, h(v) =fi(v)
where £ is so chosen that /3j is the least member of {/8{|£<a} not less than ra.

Then by (5) and the definition of the 6$,

II «*.*<*>
= II &{,»<£)
> 0,
KB

t<<*

which is sufficient for our conclusion.
We noted earlier that if a Boolean algebra is a-complete for every a
smaller than some singular p\ then that algebra is also /3-complete. We see
that Theorem 2.9 is a distributive
analogue of a sort. The question arises
whether or not the conclusion of Theorem 2.9 still follows if the distributivity
assumption upon A is weakened to merely require that A be (a, a)-distributive for every a<p\ Theorem 2.11 shows the answer to be negative. For this
we shall use the following simple result:

Theorem 2.10. Suppose that I is a 2M-complete ideal in an (a, a)-distributive Boolean algebra A. Then A/I is (a, a)-distributive.
Proof.

By the definitions

involved.

Theorem
2.11. Suppose that fi is a singular, strong limit cardinal.
there exists a fi-complete Boolean algebra A with the following properties:
(i) For every a<fl, A is (a, a)-distributive.
(ii) For some a</3,

Then

A is not (a, (i)-distributive.

Proof. Let B be a complete, atomistic Boolean algebra with precisely 2<-e)
atoms. Let T be the ^-complete ideal in B generated by the set of all atoms of
B, and let A =B/I. Clearly, (i) follows from Theorem 2.10, since B is completely distributive.
Moreover, one may apply Lemma 2.7 to obtain a sequence c in B&x2 whose image in A&x2 readily shows A not to be (/3, /^-distributive.
(Alternatively,
since T is not 2^-complete,
A cannot be (/3, /?)distributive
by Theorem 3.6 (vi) below.) Conclusion
(ii) is an immediate
consequence of Theorem 2.9.
Several questions naturally arise concerning possible improvement
of the
above results. For example, in Theorems 2.9 and 2.11, need (3 be a strong
limit number, or is singularity (and infinite) sufficient? Are the hypotheses of
completeness necessary in Theorems 2.8 and 2.9? Is it true that any (a, (3)distributive
Boolean algebra is (a, 2<w)-distributive whenever /3>a, even
under suitable completeness hypotheses? An affirmative answer to this would
not imply that an (a, /3)-distributive
Boolean algebra is necessarily
(a, y)distributive
if y is weakly attainable from p\ To see this, suppose /3 is infinite
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and let p0=fi, pi = 2<'o),p2= 2('i>, p3= 2('2>,• • • , and let 7 = E*«- Pi- Then y
is a singular, strong limit cardinal, weakly attainable from fi, and by Theorem
2.11 there would exist a Boolean algebra which would be (a, a)-distributive
for every cardinal cr<7 and yet not (a, 7)-distributive
for some a<7.
Having discussed (a, /3)-distributivity
when fi is singular, it would be
natural to ask what the situation is when fi is regular. We know that if fi is
any (infinite) regular cardinal, then there exists a Boolean algebra which is
a-complete for every a<fi and yet not /3-complete. Similarly, there exists a
Boolean algebra which is (a, /^-distributive
for every a<fi and yet not (fi, fi)distributive(8).
In §1 we noted that there is a close tie between atomistic Boolean algebras
and fields of sets. It has been known for some time that a very close relationship also exists between the distributivity
and atomisticity
of a Boolean
algebra(9). Much of our present knowledge of this relationship is codified in
the next theorem, for which we shall need two definitions.
Definition
2.12. A nonempty collection R of elements of a Boolean algebra
A is called a ramification system in A whenever (i) x and yER imply that either
x-y = 0 or x^y or x"gy, and (ii) x£i? implies that {y\yER and x^y] is well
ordered with respect to "*£".
Definition
2.13. A field A of sets is fi-complete in the wider sense if the

following condition is satisfied: If XCA, k(X) ^fi and Y^

E*=ux.

exists in A, then

Theorem
2.14. Let A be a Boolean algebra. The following statements are
equivalent:
(i) A is atomistic.
(ii) A is completely distributive.

(iii) For some fi, A is (fi, fi)-distributive and 8(A) <fi.
(iv) For some fi, A is (fi, fi)-distributive

and the power of every ramification

system in A is at most fi,

(v) For some fi, A is isomorphic

to a field of sets which is fi-complete in the-

wider sense and 5(A) ^fi.
Proof(10). Suppose

(i), fix a arbitrarily,

let b he a nonzero

element

of A,

(8) This was first proved by E. C. Smith, Jr. and is found in [9], The proof presented there
can be modified to demonstrate
the stronger result that for any infinite, regular cardinal /3,
there exists a Boolean algebra which is (a, 7)-distributive
for every a</3 and every y and yet
not (j3, ^-distributive.
A simpler proof of this stronger result has been found by Dana Scott

and is given in a note following this paper.

(») Reference to these ideas is made in [12, pp. 195-197], [l, p. 166], [3], [5] and [14].
(10) The equivalence of conditions (i) and (ii) for complete Boolean algebras was established by Lindenbaum and Tarski and is given by Tarski in [14, Theorem 5]. This result was
later extended to arbitrary Boolean algebras by Tarski and was stated in [5, p. 495]. The proof
appears here for the first time. The question of the equivalence of (i) and (ii) is mistakenly
treated by Enomoto as an open question. A proof that (iv) implies (i) is given in [3, Theorem

3.2].
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and let a be a member of AaXa such that Yk<* ai.-n= 0 f°r every £<a. Let c
be an atom of A such that egb. Choose an/£a"
such that c^a^j^
for every
£<a. Then Hs<« a£,/(f = 0 is false, which implies that A is (a, a)-distributive.
Since a is arbitrary,
(ii) is established.
Now suppose (iii), and in order to demonstrate
that this implies (i), it is
sufficient to show that every proper principal ideal in A contains an atom of
A. Let O^aEA,
and suppose that [a] is atomless. For £</3 we shall define
ordinals a£, disjointed subsets Fj and Z{ of A, and elements a{,p of A for

p<aj to satisfy:
(1) F{WZ£= {x|x = a{,p and p<af},

(2) 0£FjWZ{,
(3) Y(Y^Zi)

exists and equals a,

(4) a{iP-a{,p'=0 whenever p'<p<a£,
(5) aiif,<ai:>,f' or a{,p-a£-,p' = 0 whenever

(6) if gEP*, g(p)<a„
a^g^EY,, forp<£.
Our definition
let r\ be </3 and

£'<£, p' <a^,

p<a(,

and aj,p£

F{,

when p<£, and IIp<{ aP.»(pi=0 is false, then

is by recursion. Let Y0= {a}, a=a0.o, a0 = l, and Z0 = 0;
>0, and suppose that we have the Fj, Zj and aj for all

£<?7, and the aj,p for %<t] and p<at.

Let

Gi = U U £ /3"and g(£) < a-fwhen £ < 17}.
For each gEG„ such that Hj<ij a{,«t{)=0 does not hold, let Y(g) be a maximal
disjointed set of elements of A satisfying:

(7) yEY(g) implies that 0<y<a{,9({) for all £<?7, and
(8) Y(g) has at least two elements.
We can choose Y(g) to satisfy (8); for otherwise,
Hki
be an atom ^a, contrary to supposition.
Now let

a(,a(.(> would

exist and

F, = U ix I X = Y(g), g E Gv,and II atl,(i) = 0 is false} .
1

K*

'

Clearly, for each gEG„ such that Yl«n at.o<o=® 1S false, the set Y(g) is
disjointed.
Furthermore,
if g and g' are distinct members of G, such that
ITk-i az.o<v=0 and Ht<>! al.o'(0 =0 are both false, then g(£) 5^g'(£) for some

£<?7; and if 6£ Y(g) and c£ F(g'), using the fact that &ga£,„(j) and cga{,9<(j),
we infer from (4) that b-c = 0. We therefore see that F, is disjointed.
Now let Z, be a maximal disjointed set of nonzero elements of [a] satisfying:

(9) zEZn implies that zy = 0 for every y£ Y„.
We see that X(^^Z,)
exists and equals a. For otherwise, there would
be a nonzero element b <a such that b ■x = 0 for every x£ YvyJZv. But b ■y = 0
for every yEY„ implies that 6-z>0 for some zEZv, since Z, is maximal with
respect to (9), a contradiction.
We may well order YJJZn as {x|x = a,,p and
p<av}, defining a,. It then follows that we have (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5) for n.
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Now let g£G, be such that HP<, ap,g(P)=0 is false. If t; is a limit ordinal,
then by our inductive hypothesis it follows from (6) that ap,g(p)£ Yp for p <vSuppose that w =t + 1 for some ordinal t. Again by our inductive hypothesis,
ap,g(P)E Yp for p <r. Moreover, since aT,g{T)• IIc^ ap.oip) = 0 is false and YTVJZr
is disjointed, it follows that ar,g{,)E Yr. Consequently,
we also have (6) for 77.

The Fj, Zj, aj and aj,p for p<a^

may therefore

be defined as desired for

all£</3.
Since each Yp<«t ai.p and Hkc Ep<«j «{,p exist, and this latter product
is a, and consequently
5*0, the assumption that A is (p\ /^-distributive
implies that there is a function/on
fi such that/(£) <a£ and Hkc af,/({>^0- Con-

sequently, (5) and (6) imply that
ai.fii) > ai+ua+i)

> 0

for £ <p\ so that
{x\x

= aUliy

[ff{+i./({+i)] and £ < /3(

is a disjointed set of power fi, contradicting
the assumption that 8(A) <fi.
Hence, it follows that [a] is not atomless.
The above construction
can be modified to demonstrate
that (iv) also
implies (i). We shall not explicitly do so. It is obvious that (iii) and (iv) are
implied by (ii), so that we see at this point that statements
(i) through (iv)
are equivalent.
Moreover, we may form a field F of sets by letting x£F if,
and only if, for some aEA, x= {b\b is an atom of A and b^a}.
Then (v)
easily follows from (i). It remains only to show that (v) implies (i).
Assume (v) and let <j>be an isomorphism of A onto a field F of sets which
is /3-complete in the wider sense. Let S be the underlying set of F. Let x£5,
and let B be a maximal disjointed set of elements b of A satisfying the condition that bEB only if xE<t>(b). Suppose that Y^ does not exist. Then there
would be elements a, eEA such that ac = 0, a>0, c>0 and ba = bc = 0 for
every bEB. But the maximality of B would imply that x£c6(a) and x£0(c),
so that <f>(a)-<p(c)>0, a contradiction,
since ac = 0. Consequently,
Y& must
exist. Moreover, since B is disjointed, K(B)^fi, so that E<K-5) = Uc4(5). It
then follows that if x£c6(a) for some a EA, then c6(a) —L)0(5) is an atom of F.
Therefore, every element of 5 is contained in an atom of F, which is sufficient
for our conclusion.
3. Completeness of ideals. This section is primarily a discussion of sufficient conditions for ideals in Boolean algebras to be a-complete and closely
related results. The majority of the results given here have been known for
some time in the case of complete fields of sets.
If 7 is an ideal in a Boolean algebra A and I7&A, then 7 can be extended
to a prime ideal in A; that is, there is a prime ideal P in A such that 7CP.
We first consider the problem of extending an a-complete ideal to an a-com-
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plete prime ideal in an a-complete Boolean algebra. It is known(u) that every
proper principal ideal in a Boolean algebra A can be extended to an a-complete prime ideal in A if, and only if, A is isomorphic to an a-complete field of
sets. A less elementary result is the following:

Theorem

3.1. Suppose that

(i) A is an a-complete Boolean algebra,
(ii) d(A —I) <7 for some cardinal y such that a^y*,
(iii) T is an a-complete proper ideal in A, and
(iv) A is (y, y*) -distributive.
Then there exists an a-complete prime ideal P in A such that TCP. Moreover, if A is fi-complete and I is not (3-complete, such a P can be found that it also
is not fi-complete.

Proof. The proof follows closely that of [10, Theorem 4.12] and [ll,
Theorem 3.24]. It should be noted that the essential property of a complete
field of sets used in the proofs cited above is distributivity.
For completeness
we shall give the main ideas.
Suppose that there exists a nonzero element a of A such that [a]r\T is
prime in [a]. Then it is easily seen that the ideal P= {b\bEA and a-bEl}
is an a-complete prime ideal in A which contains T. Therefore, suppose that
for no aEA is [a]r"\T prime in [a]. Then to each element a of A —I we may
correlate two elements ax and a2 such that

a = di + a2,
Now let h be a function

ax-a2 = 0,

ax E T, and a2 E T.

defined on A such that h(a) =a if aEL

and h(a) =ax

if aEA-I.
For any two ordinals 77,a gy such that 77<cr and any/£2"
let/, denote the
member of 2" such that /,(£)=/(£)
for all £<w. Define a function X on
U{g72{ by recursion as follows: X(f) = l for/£2°.
Suppose that crgy, <r>0,

and that X(f)
each/£2" let
If cr is a limit
be defined for

is defined for all/£U?i«,2t. If a = v + l for some ordinal y, for
X(f)=h(X(f,))
or X(f,)-h(X(f,))
according as/(rj)=0 or 1.
number, for each/£2" let X(f) = Y[(<c X(fi). Thus X(f) may
every/£Ujg7
2i.

By (iv) and an inductive

argument

one can obtain

1= n x£ x(f)
Kn /G2'

(1)

= /G2'
x n
x(jt)
Ki
= X x(f)
yG2"

(") For a = Ho, this appears

[8, p. 249].

in [13, p. 99] and [5, p. 491]. For general a, it is given in
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for every limit ordinal v=7- Similarly, if v is not a limit number, one easily

sees that 1 = E/£2 V^(f)Now let

M = ICI \y\Y = X(f) and/ £ U 2'} .
Note that

(2)

k(M) g k{y\ Y = X(f) and/£

From (ii) we see that for every/£2'"',
for some/£2?
the set

U 2'} g Y «(2£)^ 7* *s «•

X(ft) EM for some £ <7. For, otherwise,

{Y\Y=X(f()-X(f(+i)

and£<7}

would

be disjointed

E^=

1- But from (2), E-^€=-f> so that 1£7 and A =1, a contradiction.

Consequently,

and of power 7, contradicting

there

does exist a nonzero

element

(ii). Then

from

(1),

a oi A such that

[a]r\7 is prime in [a].
Now suppose that 7 is not /3-complete. Let

(3)

J = {a I a E A and [a] H 7 is a /3-completeideal}.

We wish to show first that / is an a-complete ideal in A. Let {aj|£<a}
be a subset of J. Since 7 is a-complete, it suffices to consider {aj|£<a}3"7
and to show that [E«<a aj]H7 is a/3-complete ideal. Let B— {i,|w</3} be a

subset of [Ef<a ai[C\I. Then certainly,

(4)

Yb^Y

*iK«

But then also,

(5)

YB = YBY*i

= YY*iK

i<a

i<a

KC

Now since [aj]H7 is a /3-complete ideal for each £ <a, and each a£ • *>,£ [df ]fV,

it follows that Yv<^ ai'b,E [a^TMCZI for each £. Then by (iii) and (5),

(6)

E B E I.

From (4) and (6) we see that YBE[Y«a

a(]<^r, so that Yl<* <hElJ.

Therefore, / is an a-complete ideal in A.
Since 7 is not /3-complete, we note that 1 £/. Now, as in the first part of
our argument, we see that there is an element a of A such that [a]r\7' is an
a-complete
prime ideal in [a]. Then a£77 Consequently
by (3), [fl]f\7 is
not a /3-complete ideal, and there is a subset B of [fl]H7 of power at most fi
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such that Y^EIIf YP were in /, then [X-^]^-^
would be a ^-complete
ideal which would imply that Y^^1,
a contradiction.
Hence, [a]/^/
is
a-complete
but not /3-complete. Set P= [6|6£^4
and abEJ},
and it easily
follows that P is an a-complete but not /3-complete prime ideal in A which
contains T. The theorem is proved.
On careful perusal of the above argument we see that it still holds if we
allow 5(A —I) =y whenever b(A—I) is not attained;
i.e., the power of no
disjointed subset of A —I is 8(^1 —I). Furthermore,
by virtue of the following
theorem, the above restriction on 8(A —I) could be framed in terms of 8(A/I).

Theorem

3.2. Let I be an ideal in a Boolean algebra A. Then o(A—I)

g8(^4/T), and the equality holds if I is 8(A —I)-complete.
Proof. The inequality follows from the definition of the function 8, since
disjointed elements of A —I have nonzero, disjointed images in A/I.
Now suppose that 8(A —I) =(3 and that T is /3-complete. Let y be the least
cardinal satisfying 7>j3, and suppose that there is a subset {xj|£<y}
of
A— I such that xj-x,£T
whenever l-?*y and £, y<y. Such a subset would
exist if 8(A/I)>j3.
Define a new subset by letting yo = x0 and

y%= *r

^ (*«"*')
L,<{
J

for every £ such that 0<£<y.
Note that the above sums exist since £<y
plies that k(£) g/3 and all the X{-x, are in T. For each !-<y we have

xi = X x(-xn+

im-

yit

Ki

X xi •xi G T,
Ki

and
x££T,
whence it follows that y^EE Then {yf|£<y}
is a disjointed subset of A —I
with power >p\ This contradicts
our assumption
that 8(^4 —T) =p\
We remark that the above proof can be modified to show further that

8(^4—T) is attained if, and only if, 8(A/I) is attained.
The next two theorems are not new; they are specializations
of two covering theorems from the general theory of sets given in [17]. When cast in
terms of Boolean algebras, their proofs are somewhat simplified. Since our
proofs of the principal theorems of this section are dependent
upon these
theorems, we give them in some detail.

Theorem

3.3. Suppose that

(i) A is a complete, atomistic Boolean algebra,
(ii) the power of the set of all atoms of A is /3,
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(iii) 7 is an ideal in A such that E7=l,
(iv) 5(^4—7)^ a, and
(v) fi is strongly attainable from a.
Then there exists a set MQI such that k(M) ^a and Y^=

1.

Proof. Let K he the class of all cardinals fi for which (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv)
always imply the conclusion of this theorem.
Certainly aEK, since in this case we may let M be the set of all atoms of

A.
Suppose that fiEK and £^/3, and let A he a Boolean algebra with £
atoms which satisfies (i), (iii) and (iv). We may imbed A as a principal ideal
in a complete, atomistic Boolean algebra A' with fi atoms such that the atoms

of A are also atoms of A'. Let 7'= {a|a£.4'

and a- E-4£7J.

Since fiEK,

there is a set M'C.1' such that /c(ilf')=«
and E-^/==lThen the set {x|x
= a- YA and aEM']
suffices for an M to show that ££if.
Consequently,
either every cardinal belongs to K (and there is nothing
further to demonstrate),
or else YtsK & exists. For the latter case it is sufficient to show that E*G« fi is a regular limit number not in K, as we shall

now do.
Suppose that fiEK and that y is the successor to fi. We shall first show
that yEK. Let A be a Boolean algebra with y atoms which satisfies (i), (iii)
and (iv). Let B he the set of all atoms of A. Choose aEA^Xy as follows: Let
fbe
a univalent function on B to y—fi, and for each X such that fi^\<y,
let </>\be a univalent function on fi toX. Letaj,,=
E{H bEB and c6*(to(£) =v]

ior £</3 and i?<7.
We observe that
(1)

0{,,-a<r,, = 0 whenever £ < a < fi and ij < 7;

and
(2)

a{i,-a{i0. = 0 whenever £ < fi and ?? < a < 7.

We now show that
(3)

there exists a p < 7 such that a(,p £ 7 for every £ < fi.

If this were not the case, for each 17<y there would be a £(77)</3 such that
aUv),vQ.I- But since 7 is regular, there would then be a set T'Oy and a £</3

such that £(17)=£ for every vET and k(T) =7. Then {x|x = aj(,),, and ??£r}
would be disjointed by (2), and we arrive at a contradiction
by (iv).
Now consider any bEB such that p<SEr(c>). By the definition of the <p\
there is a £</3 such that </>*(&)(£)
=p. Consequently,
b^at,p, so that k{ *>|6£7J

and 6- EKcaf,c = 0} ^*c(p)=p\
Let .4' be the complete, atomistic subalgebra of A with {a|a = aj,p and
£</3}yj{b\ bEB and 6- Es<caf.p = 0} as atoms. Then the power of the set of
atoms

of A' is ^fi+x(p)

^/3. On setting

I' = IP\A',

we see that

since fiEK,
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there exists a set ATCT'CT such that k(M) ^a and Y^ = 1- Consequently,
yEK; that is, the successor to any member of K is also a member of K. This
implies that Y*EK & ls a nrmt number and does not belong to K.
Now suppose that 7 is a cardinal such that y < Ybgk $, and to eacn £ <7

is correlated a p{ such that p{< X*G* P1-Note that yEK and p^EK for £ <-y.
Let ^4 be a Boolean algebra with X*<y Pi atoms which satisfies (i), (iii) and
(iv). Let the set of atoms of A be partitioned
into sets B^O for £<y such

that K(T3f)gpfand B(r\B„ = 0 for £<v<y. Let U= U|£<7 and X#j£T}
and F= {£|£<7 and Xsf^T}.
We observe that X5r X5i = ° whenever
£ < w<7, so that by (iv), n(V)^a.
For each ££ F let ^4{ be the principal ideal in A generated by T?j. Each
such At may be considered as a complete, atomistic Boolean algebra with
Ti{as its set of atoms. LetT{=.4$nTfor
££F. Since we assume that x(T3{)£TC,

we can obtain sets AfjCTj such that k(1T{)ga and Y^% = Y^( f°r ££ ^- Let
A' be the complete, atomistic

Boolean algebra formed by

{Yx\XQ{YAi\^EU}},
with the operations of + and • in A' just those of A restricted to this set
of elements. Note that {x\ X = ^P.At and ££(7} is the set of atoms of

A'. Since yEK,

k(U)EK,

so that we can find a set M'Cir\A'

such that

x(AT')gaand YM'=YiGu(YA().
Let AT= AT'UU£Gv M(. Then ATCT and k(AT)=k(AF)+X*G7«(ATf)

ga

and XaT= 1, s0 that X*<7Pi^-K. This implies that X*<7Pt< X*GX 0 and>
consequently,

YbGk

& must be regular.

Theorem 3.4. Suppose that
(i) A is a complete, atomistic Boolean algebra,
(ii) the power of the set of all atoms of A is fi,

(iii) T is an ideal in A such that Yi —1,
(iv) 8(A —T) <7 for some cardinal 7 such that a^y*, and
(v) fi is weakly attainable from a.
Then there exists a set M^I such that k(M) ^a and Y^=

1.

Proof. Let K be the class of all cardinals fi for which (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv)
always imply the conclusion of this theorem. As in Theorem 3.3, aEK and
either every cardinal belongs to K, or else X?GK /3 is a regular limit number
which does not belong to K, and ££if whenever i-<(3 and fiEK. It suffices to

show that if yEK, then 2MEK.
Let p = 2<,), and suppose that there
(iii) and (iv) and yet for every ATCT
exists a proper a-complete
ideal J in
Theorem 3.1 (with fi=p) to obtain an
tains J (and T) and is not p-complete.

exists an ideal T in A which satisfies
with n(M)^a,
X-^<1Then there
A which contains T. We may apply
a-complete
prime ideal P which conIf p is not weakly attainable from a,
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there is nothing more to prove. In case p is weakly attainable from a, by
[10, Theorem 3.9], or (alternatively by Corollary 3.7 of this paper) the ideal P
is p-complete, a contradiction.
Consequently,
it must be that 2(,) =pEK,
and the theorem is completely proved.
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that I is an ideal in a Boolean algebra A such that
for every disjointed subset Y of I with ic(Y)^fi, YY exists in A. Then for every

subset X of I with k(X) g/3, Y^

exists in A.

Proof. Our proof is by induction on the set of all cardinal numbers ^/3.
Certainly every finite sum of elements of 7 exists. Suppose that for some
a^fi we know that for every XQI such that k(X) <a, Y% exists.

Let X'= {x£|£<a}C7.
and yj = X{- [Eksxi]~

£<a, y{^Xf£7,

Define the set Y= {yj|£<a}

f°r 0<£<a.

Then Y is disjointed.

by letting y0 = x0
Moreover,

for each

so that yj£7 and YY exists in A.

Suppose that for some p such that 0<p<a,
every 17<p. Then

we know that x,^

YY

Ior

Xp' Y Xn^YY
and

V E xA = y»"SE Y,
L v<p

-I

so that

Xp= xp-Yxv + xp\ YxA
n<p

L v<p

= Yy.

-1

Therefore,
it follows that Xj^S YY tor all £<a. Now since yf^Xj for £<a,
we see that Y^'
exists and, in fact, is YYWe have shown that the sum of every subset of 7 with power a exists in
A. Our conclusion follows by induction.

Theorem 3.6(12). Suppose that
(i) A is a fi-complete Boolean algebra,
(ii) 7 is an a-complete ideal in A, and
(iii) fi is weakly attainable from a.
Suppose further that one of the following three conditions is satisfied:
(iv) 2«<^-'»ga.
(v) A/I is isomorphic to an a-complete field of sets.
(vi) A/I is (7, 7)-distributive for some cardinal 7 satisfying 2(">°^/3.

Then I is fi-complete.
(12)The portion of this theorem assuming (vi) has also been found by Pierce. See [6].
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Proof. The conclusion is obvious if /3ga, so assume that a<fi.
Assume first that (iv) holds, and let B be a disjointed subset of T such
that 0£5 and k(B) gj8. From Theorem 3.5 we see that it is sufficient to show
that YBEL
Let A' be the complete, atomistic Boolean algebra formed by
{ Y\ Y= YX and XCZB }, where the operations in A' are those of A restricted

to this set; and let I' = IC~\A'. We may apply Theorem 3.4 to A' and I' and

thereby obtain a set ATCT such that x(AT)ga and Y^=

YB- Since T is

a-complete, we have YBEI
as desired.
Now assume that (v) holds. There exists an isomorphism cp of A/I onto
an a-complete
field of subsets of some set S. Again let B be an arbitrary
subset of T of power at most fi, and we shall again show that YBEICertainly 0=<p(Y(P/P))
= 4>((YB)/I),
so suppose that there is an element x of

S such that
xE4>(a/P)}

xE<p((YB)/I)-<p(Y(B/I)).

■Suppose

that

C is any subset

Define P={a|a£^

and

of P of power at most a. Then by

(ii),

<P((YQ/I) = <P(Y(C/D) = U 4>(c/I),
cGc

since we assume that </>is an isomorphism of ^4/T onto an a-complete field
of sets. Consequently,
Y^EP,
and it follows that P is an a-complete ideal
in A. Moreover, P is prime; for if aEP, then xE<p(a/I),
so that x£</>(a/T),
which implies that aEP- Then by the portion of this theorem already proved
(for I = P) under the assumption
(iv), P is /3-complete. But then BQICLP

and n(B)g;fi imply that YBEP,

or, equivalently, that xE<p((YB)/I),

a

contradiction
of our original supposition on x.
Now assume that (vi) is true. Let us assume that p<j'g2("),
pgp\
agpgy,
and that T is p-complete.
Upon examination
of the definition of
weak attainability,
we see that it suffices to show that T is j'-complete. Let
B be a disjointed subset of T of power at most v; we shall show that YfiEILet <bbe a univalent function on B into {X\ XCZp,}, and let a be the member

of A"x2 such that for £<p,

«{.o= X 1*1*GF and ££<*>(*)},
BU= X {b\bEB
Clearly,

and pgy,

X-^ =«{,o+a{,i

for each £<p.

and ££<*>(&)}.
Since we assume

I to be p-complete,

we have by (vi)

(X b)/i = [ n («t.o
+ «m)1I i =n [(a*...)//
+ (at.i)//]
L Km

-I'

Km

=yG2w
x nj<m (au^)/i =x
(ru./c{>V7/G2* \ Kc
/ '
Now let / be a fixed but arbitrary

member

of 2", and consider

the set
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F={£|£<p
and/(£)=0}.
Suppose that for some
argument quite analogous to that used to establish
II{<e aiJiD=bNow suppose that for every bEB,
bEB there is an 77<p such that either 17£F—<b(b)
*>-a,,/(,) =0. Consequently,
Ukp ai.ftt) = 0- Therefore,

(2)
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bEB, <p(b)= Y. By an
Lemma 2.7, we see that
<p(b)y^Y. Then for any
or 17£<£(&)— Y, so that
we see that in any case,

II aua) £ /•
Kc

From (1) and (2) we conclude

that

(YB)/I= /£2"
Y (V Km
II «e./ct>)
A = 0,
/ /
which implies that YBEI-

It follows that 7 is ^-complete by Theorem 3.5.

In the above proof under the assumption
(v) we noted the application
this theorem to prime ideals. We now formally state this as a corollary.

of

Corollary
3.7. Suppose that (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.6 are satisfied
and that I is a prime ideal in A. Then I is fi-complete.
Observe that this also follows from Theorem 3.6 (vi), and consequently
is independent
of Theorem 3.4. A weak form of this corollary is given by Si-

korski in [8, p. 254]. For fields of sets, see also [10, Theorem 3.9] and [ll,
Theorem

3.19]. The following

theorem

has its counterpart

for fields of sets

in [ll, Theorems 3.23 and 3.25].
Theorem
3.8. Suppose that I is an ideal in a fi-complete Boolean algebra A
such that h(A —I)^a.
Suppose further that one of the two following conditions

is satisfied:
(i) fi is weakly attainable from a and I is 2(a)-complete.
(ii) fi is strongly attainable from a and I is a-complete.

Then I is fi-complete.
Proof. In case (i) is true, the conclusion follows from Theorem 3.6. Assume that (ii) holds, and let B he a disjointed subset of 7 of power at most fi.
Using Theorem 3.3 and an argument analogous to that used to prove Theorem 3.6 under its assumption
(iv), we conclude that YBEI,
whence 7 is

/3-complete by Theorem 3.5.
Observe that if A is complete
7 is also complete (and principal).

and 5(7) =fi, then this theorem implies that
Moreover, the proof given for Theorem 3.6
under its assumption
(iv) holds verbatim if, instead of requiring A to be
/3-complete, we require the weaker condition that every disjointed subset of
7 with power at most fi has a sum in A. The hypothesis of Theorem 3.8 may
be weakened similarly. It remains an open question whether or not "strongly
attainable"
can be replaced by "weakly attainable"
in hypothesis (ii) of the
above theorem and in hypothesis (v) of Theorem 3.3. In fact, just how essen-
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We can say the following:
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is to the results of this section is not known.

Theorem 3.9. If there exists an atomless, complete Boolean algebra A with
an a-complete prime ideal P, then there exists an inaccessible number fi such that

a<fi^8(A).
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then the sum of every disjointed set of elements of P is also in P. Theorem 3.5 then implies that P is complete, so that
A has an atom. The result immediately
follows, since A is assumed to be
atomless.
The collection of all regular open sets of any Hausdorff space without
isolated points forms a complete, atomless Boolean algebra. The above theorem indicates the difficulty of determining whether such an algebra has a
countably complete prime ideal. It may be, of course, that such Boolean algebras do not contain countably complete prime ideals regardless of the existence or nonexistence of inaccessible numbers. The general answer to this is
not known.
Since a Boolean algebra A is isomorphic to a /3-complete field of sets only
if every ideal in A is contained in a /3-complete prime ideal, any statement
concerning such an isomorphism is really a statement about completeness of
ideals. We observed an example of this relationship in Theorem 3.6, and now

illustrate it further.
Theorem
3.10. Suppose that fi is weakly attainable from a. Then every
a-complete field of sets which is fi-complete as a Boolean algebra is also a fi-com-

pletefield of sets.
Proof. Let 5 be the underlying set of an a-complete field of sets which, as
a Boolean algebra A, is /3-complete. Let B be an arbitrary
subset of A of
power at most fi. Suppose that there exists an x£5 such that x£ X^ —UT3.
Define P = {a|a£.4
and x£a}, and, as in the proof of Theorem 3.6, note that
P is an a-complete prime ideal in A. Consequently,
P is ^-complete, so that
.73CP implies that x£ YB, a contradiction.
Hence, YB = U-B, and it follows
that the given field of sets is /3-complete.
In the light of the above theorem, note the following example: Let 5 be a

countable set and A the Boolean algebra of all subsets of S. Let P be a nonprincipal prime ideal in A, and let x be some point not in S. Then

PU

{y\ y = SU {x} and aEA

- P]

forms a field of sets which is not complete, and yet as a Boolean algebra is
both complete and atomistic.
We saw in Theorem 2.14 that distributivity
is closely tied with atomisticity and isomorphs of fields of sets. It is further known that (a, a)-distributivity is sufficient for an a-complete Boolean algebra to be an a-homomorphic
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image of an a-complete field of sets(13). We can now show that (a, a)-distributivity is not sufficient to imply that such a Boolean algebra is isomorphic
to an a-complete field of sets(14).
Theorem
3.11. Suppose that a cardinal y is weakly attainable from a and
that 7~§a. Then there is a 2^-complete,
(y, y)-distributive
Boolean algebra
which is not isomorphic to any a-complete field of sets.

Proof. Let p = 2W, /3= 2("), and let 5 be any set of power fi. Let A he the
Boolean algebra of all subsets of S, and 7 the 2(7)-complete ideal of all subsets
of power at most 2(l,). Then 7 is not /3-complete and, therefore, A/I cannot
be isomorphic to any a-complete field of sets by Theorem 3.6. Note that

A/I is (y, 7)-distributive by Theorem 2.10.
4. Completeness of factor algebras and applications to measure. We have
often used the fact that

if 7 is a /3-complete

ideal in a /3-complete

Boolean

algebra A, then A/I is /3-complete. By Theorem 3.5 it follows that if 8(A/I)
^/3, or equivalently,
since 7 is /3-complete, 8(A—I)^fi,
then A/I is complete.
We shall show that the same conclusion can be obtained under slightly weaker
conditions upon 7, and indicate some implications of this.

Lemma 4.1. Suppose that
(i) A is a fi-complete Boolean algebra,
(ii) 7 is an ideal in A which is a-complete for every a<fi, and
(iii) X is a disjointed subset of A/I such that k(X) tsfi and Y% exists.

Then YY exists for every YQX.
Proof. If k(Y) =a for some a<fi, YFcertainly
exists, for in this case (i)
and (ii) imply that A/I is a-complete. Therefore, assume that k(Y) =fi, and
well order X as {x£|£</3} where xj^x, when£<??</3. Also, let 5= {&f|£</3}
be any set of antecedents for X in A such that &£/7 = xf for £</3. Set a0 = b0,

and for 0 <£<|3 set

0f = M Em
L Kf

-I

;

and note that

(1)
and af-a, = 0 when £<»<p\

h ^ Y o„
By virtue of (iii), 6j-6,£7

whenever £<v<fi,

so

that
(ls) E. C. Smith, Jr. has shown that a distributive condition weaker than (a, a)-distributivity is sufficient for an a-complete Boolean algebra to be an a-homomorphic
image of an a-complete field of sets. More recently, C. C. Chang has given a necessary and sufficient condition for
such a homomorphism. See [2], [9] and [6],
(") For a strongly attainable from No, this is stated in [4]. For the case a = No,see [13, p. 99]

and [5, p. 492]. See also [6].
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b(-av E I when f 5= 77 and £, y < fi.
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Setting

y = X {a«|*</3 and xf£F},
2 = X {«{| £ < i3 and x{ £ F},
we have

(4)

yz = 0.

Now by (1), (2) and (3), for each £</3 such that xf£ F,

y-bi = ybr

Y av

= J-MX

iav\V g gandx, £F}

+ X {o,\ y <£andx,

£F})

= y ■b^ X {a, I rj < f and x, £ F}
= Y \c\ c = °rav, V < Z and x, £ F} £ T,
since k(^) <fi and T is a-complete
for every a</3. Consequently,
such that x$£ Y, then X( = b(/I^y/I.
In an analogous manner

shown that x£= 6f/Tgz/T

(y/T)-(z/T)=0;

= X(*-F).
Theorem

when xs£F.

Then X^ = 3,/^+2/^-

hence it follows that (y/I)-Y^=YY

if £</3 is
it can be

But by (4),

and (s/J) ■E-X"

4.2. Suppose that

(i) 4 is a fi-complete Boolean algebra,
(ii) T is ara iaea/ in A which is a-complete for every a </3, and

(iii) S(4/T)g/3.
Then A/I is complete.
Proof. Let Y be an arbitrary disjointed subset of A/I. It is sufficient to
show that X Y exists. Let X be any maximal disjointed subset of A/I which
contains
Y. The maximality
of X insures that Y-% exists and is 1. By (iii),
k(X) ^fi, so that X Y exists by the preceding lemma.

Corollary

4.3. If I is an ideal in a countably complete Boolean algebra A

such that 8(A/I) gKo, then A/1 is complete.

Proof. Obvious.
Theorem

4.4. Suppose that' I is an ideal in a countably complete Boolean

algebra A. Then k(A/I)^Ho.
Proof. Suppose the contrary, and let X be any disjointed subset of .4/T
such that k(X) =N0- Certainly such an X exists, since our supposition implies

that A/I is infinite. By Corollary 4.3, A/1 is complete. Then (z|z=
YCX}
tion.

is a set of 2CNo)distinct

elements

of A/I,

contradicting

X^and

the supposi-
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This theorem implies that no Boolean algebra with power N0 is a homomorphic image of a complete, atomistic Boolean algebra(15).
Definition
4.5. A real valued function m defined on a Boolean algebra A
is called a (finitely additive) measure on A if it satisfies the following conditions:

(i) 0^m(a) for allaEA,
(ii) m(l) = 1, and
(iii) m(a+b) =m(a)+m(b)
whenever a, bEA and ab=0.
A measure m is called countably complete if (iii) is replaced by (iii') m( Ekn0 #f)
= Ef<No m(ai) for every disjointed,
countable sequence aEA*o such that
Ek«o ai exists. A measure function is called two-valued if its range is 2.
Lemma 4.6. Suppose that m is a measure on a Boolean algebra A, and that

I is the ideal of all elements aEA such that m(a) = 0. Then 8(A/I) ^ N0.
Proof. This has been proved by A. Tarski for fields of sets in [10, Theorem
5.2 ]. Since a Boolean algebra is isomorphic to a field of sets, our general result

follows.
Theorem 4.7. Suppose that m is a measure on a countably complete Boolean
algebra A, and that I is the ideal of all elements aEA such that m(a) =0. Then
A/I is complete.

Proof. By Lemma 4.6, 5(^4/7) ^No- Therefore, apply Corollary 4.3.
Theorem 3.5 implies the well known fact that the Boolean algebra of all
Lebesgue measurable subsets of the real line modulo those subsets of measure
zero is complete (since the ideal of sets of measure zero is countably complete). However, Theorem 4.7 is actually stronger than Theorem 3.5 applied
in this way, since there exist measures on Boolean algebras such that the ideal
of elements of measure zero is not countably complete.
It is known(16) that if A is the Boolean algebra of all subsets of an infinite
set 5 whose power is strongly attainable from No, and 7 is a proper, countably
complete ideal in A which contains all of the one-point subsets of S, then
there is no countably additive measure on A/I. This can be obtained from
Theorem 3.8 on setting a = N0 and considering
the ideal of all elements of
measure zero for a contradiction.
Moreover, if the power of 5 is weakly attainable from No, then it is known(17) that there is no countably additive, twovalued measure on A/I. This can be obtained from Corollary 3.7, since for
any two-valued
measure on a Boolean algebra the ideal of all elements of
measure zero is prime.
We extend these results to more general Boolean algebras.

(") This is a solution of a problem proposed by R. Dilworth.

(W)See [18].
(17) This is a consequence

of [10, Theorem 3.9]. These ideas are also discussed in [5].
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Theorem
4.8. Suppose that I is a countably complete, proper ideal in a complete Boolean algebra A such that 8(A) is strongly attainable from N0. Suppose
further that one of the two following conditions is satisfied:

(j) Yl=l(ii) 5([a]) >N0/or every nonzero aEA.
Then there is no countably additive measure on A/I.

Proof. Suppose that there is a countably additive measure on A/1. Then
the antecedent
in A of the ideal in A/I of all elements of measure zero is a
countably complete ideal 7. Moreover, 7C7and
J^A.
Since 8(A/J) gNo by

Lemma 4.6, we may apply Theorem 3.8 to A and 7 with a = N0. Then J is
principal. If (i) is assumed, we have J = A, a contradiction.
J7*A implies that there is an element aEA such thato>0

If we assume (ii),
and [a]H/=
{o}.

Then (ii) implies that 8(A/J) >N0, which is not true.
We remark that this theorem implies that there is no countably additive
measure m on a complete Boolean algebra A such that 8(A) is strongly attain-

able from No and E{a|a&4
Theorem

and m(a) =0] =1.

4.9. Suppose that

(i) A is a complete Boolean algebra,
(ii) 7 is a countably complete, proper ideal in A,
(iii) 5(.4) is weakly attainable from No, and

(iv) Yl=L
Then there is no countably additive, two-valued measure on A/I.
Proof. If there were a countably additive, two-valued measure on A/I,
then the antecedant in A of the ideal of all elements of A/I of measure zero
would be a countably
complete prime ideal J. It would then follow from
Corollary 3.7 and (iii) that 7 was principal and, therefore, identical with A by
(iv). This is a contradiction.
If A is a Boolean algebra that satisfies (i) and (iii) of the above theorem,
then there is no countably additive, two-valued measure on A such that the
measure of every atom is zero. Thus, if A is atomless, there is no countably
additive, two-valued measure on A at all.
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